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So far, so unprecedented. ... Yet, the company has always been careful to situate AR as a mobile ... Mike Boland, chief analyst
at ARtillery Intelligence, which tracks the augmented-reality mark, calls such ... How Apple gets from phone-tethered smart-
glasses to something a fully ... More Great WIRED Stories.. So far, so unprecedented. ... Yet, the company has always been
careful to situate AR as a mobile ... tracks the augmented-reality mark, calls such a product a "notification layer," and ... How
Apple gets from phone-tethered smart-glasses to something a fully ... This story was originally published in WIRED US ....
Apple is working on augmented reality glasses behind closed doors. ... As for Google Glass, development .... Report: Apple AR
headset coming 2022, smart glasses in 2023 ... reignited its interest in developing augmented reality (AR) and virtual reality
(VR) headsets. ... Apple is not as far along in developing that product because of its technical challenges. ... You can find his
tech stories right here on The Burn-In.. Apple is aiming to release an augmented-reality headset in 2022 and a sleeker pair ...
The stakes for the closely-watched products are sky-high as Apple hunts for the next ... Join now to read the full story and other
exclusive articles ... Receive a summary of the day's top tech news—distilled into one email.. Apple augmented reality smart
glasses: The story so far Gearbrain “augmented reality” – Google News. (Visited 1 times, 1 visits today). Author adminPosted
on .... For at least a decade, Apple has been working on augmented reality and ... USPTO Apple Glasses: What's the story so far
on Apple's AR headset? ... Apple Glasses is the name the media has given Apple's smart glasses.. Apple boss Tim Cook is a big
fan of augmented reality (AR). In fact, he has publicly praised the technology since at least the summer of 2016, .... The
company's augmented-reality glasses (called Google Glass) belonged to ... Well, as per the latest reports coming from Apple,
this situation has the ... After everything said so far, the answer is obvious — Apple is most certainly ... Get unlimited access to
the best stories on Medium — and support writers while you're at it.. Augmented Reality glasses have long been rumored, but a
new report says the timetable ... As far back as 2017, Cook was evangelizing AR.. While Apple and Facebook push forward
with augmented reality and ... Apple has plans to release both an AR headset and AR Glasses in the next few years. ... Google
appears to be shying away from AR —at least as far as hardware goes. ... Apple TV+ Review: 'Amazing Stories' gets off to a
middling start .... Apple augmented reality smart glasses: The story so far. All we know to date about Apple's plans for an
augmented reality wearable.. Rumors suggest that Apple will release its first AR headset in 2023. ... Many think Google Glass
was ahead of its time, although the technology .... Google Glass, or simply Glass, is a brand of smart glasses—an optical head-
mounted display ... Glass also uses many existing Google applications, such as Google Now, Google ... and located as far from
the mothers as Perth, Western Australia, 3,500 kilometres away. ... "World's First Augmented Reality Glasses for Autism"..
Apple Glasses: What's the story so far on Apple's AR headset? by Frank Oktober 22, 2019 ![][1] For at least a decade, Apple
has been working on augmented reality and ... Apple Glasses is the name the media has given Apple's smart glasses.. Apple boss
Tim Cook is a big fan of augmented reality (AR). In fact, he has publicly praised the technology since at least the summer of
2016... Alistair Charlton .... A new report claims Apple is planning to launch an AR headset in 2022, ... It's code-named N301
and will be a virtual reality and augmented reality hybrid. ... the AR glasses would be positioned as an iPhone accessory instead
of a ... In contrast, a 2022/2023 launch window is far enough into the future that .... A new Apple wearable, a pair of glasses
using augmented reality tech ... tech, going so far as to say augmented reality use will become as common as ... Although the
troubled story of Google Glass may sound like a bit of a .... Apple augmented reality smart glasses: The story so far Gearbrain.
Who Voted for this Story. Related Links. Apple Supplier Quanta Computer Teams Up With .... Could we really see Apple
augmented reality glasses in 2020? Apple AR glasses: The story so far. Wareable is reader-powered. If you click ... 640313382f 
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